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WKCO to Broadcast 48 Hour Music Marathon
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XC0 disc jockey Ben Gordon prepares for the marathon.
News In Brief ...News In Brief
Referendum Passes
the
be
Last Sunday evening the student body
ioied to increase the Student Activities Fee
by five dollars for the 1982-8- 3 school year.
"8 of the 1094 eligible voters cast ballots;
56of those students voted in favor of the
incase, there was a total of 438 votes in
imposition. Thus, approximately 40 of
jie students appear to have been against the
Mease, even though only 92 votes ( 1 2.3
of the eligible voters) were cast against the
proposal.
The increase was originally proposed
'or three basic reasons. These are: the
ixreased costs encountered by the seven
priority organizations, the expected
capital expenditures for next year, and a
possible increase in the percentage of
'Mi given to special interest groups by
.fflideni council.
I Chair of the Finance Committee, Paul
AlcCartney, noted that the turnout this a
itarwas a very good sign that "people do
ant activities here at Kenyon, and
tey're willing to pay the little extra
money for them." He points out that
.although more people voted no this year,
Ir number of yes votes also increased
taause of the good turnout.
The referendum must now go to the
"Wees this Friday to determine the final
Wicome. McCartney notes that the
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trustees have always accepted the
recommendation, and that if passed by
Trustees, the five dollar increase will
binding.
Academic Assembly
Meets Next Monday
On February 8 at 4: 10 p.m. the Kenyon
administration will hold the Academic
Assembly for the second semester in the
Biology Auditorium. The agenda includes
the preliminary 1982-8- 3 college budget
(involving changes in tuition fees), an
official language policy at Kenyon, and a
policy statement on sexual harassment.
President Jordan explained that the
official college language policy will avoid
"exclusive language such as gender ex-
clusion in college publications and official
statements. It will be college policy to use
inclusive language."
The administration will also announce
policy statement on sexual harassment
and invite public comment on it before
putting it into effect.
Student council president Morris
Thorpe will give a report and offer an
opportunity for comments and questions.
Jordan emphasized that the Academic
Assembly "is open to all interested per-
sons." Faculty memoers and otner ad-
ministration concerned with the
academics of the college will attend.
'A.i '
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.he lights wen. out?
By Michael Cannizzaro
W KCO will feature a 48 hour radio
marathon this weekend in an effort to
raise money for its record library. The
programming will begin Friday at noon,
and continue through the weekend with a
widely varied selection of shows.
Funds brought in by the marathon will
help to pay Tor the expansio of WKCO's
record selection. The radio station needs
more records in several classes of music,
including blues, folk, (both international
and American), reaggae and showtunes.
Record companies no longer send free
albums to WKCO, so the station must also
raise money to keep itscollectionuptodate.
The news department will also benefit
from the show's fundraising efforts. The
effort to expand the news department will
include bringing out of town speakers
here to Kenyon.
These improvements will complement
the station's switch from 10 to 100 watts.
This increase will cost the station ap-
proximately $15,000, which it hopes to
raise from various foundations, grants,
alumni, and trustees.
WKCO t-sh- irts will be given to donors
of six dollars or more. Dollar votes may
also be placed for a preferred type of
music, and the money will go toward the
purchase of the selected music.
The station hopes to raise $1200-5200- 0
Although the Academic Assembly is
not a decision-makin- g body, it allows the
president of student council to bring
forward issues from the perspective of
student council, and allows President
Jordan to bring forward issues from the
perspective of the administration.
The Right to Choose
Ann O'Donnell, one of the board of
directors of National Right to Life, will
present a lecture, "The Right to Choose
and its Limitations" at 8:00 p.m. Thur-
sday, February 4, in the Biology
Auditorium.
O'Donnell will discuss the implications
of what the right to choose means when
considering an abortion. Her past ex-
perience includes a term as President of
AWARE, an organization in conjunction
with the Center for National Family
Planning as a delegate to theMissouri State
Democratic Convention and vice president
of the National Right to Life. O'Donnell is
also a member of the Missouri Citizens for
Life Political Action Committeeaswellasa
seminar faculty memberof various colleges
and universities in Missouri and bordering
states. Her recent engagements on pro-lif- e
inrluHe lecturine at The University of
Pennsylvania, Xavier University, and
American University.
Women's Studies Transform Education
By Anna Grimes
The theme "Transformation"
predominated Elizabeth Minnich's lecture
on "Women's Studies in the Liberal Arts
Curriculum," held on Monday, January
25. Minnich, a dean at the Union of
Experimental Colleges in Washington,
D.C., discussed the fundamental trans-
formation which the liberal arts will
undergo with the addition and ultimate
incorporation of women's studies into the
curriculum.
"The profoundly masculine tradition
of liberal arts" is erroneously based on
the intentional exclusion of half the
human race, and with the addition of
women's studies, the liberal arts will be
taught from an entirely human, not
specifically masculine or specifically
feminine, point of view. Minnich
elaborated on the intentional exclusion of
; women with several examples from her
own field of concentration, philosophy.
"When Aristotle talks about man, he
means man," Minnich commented.
Rousseau, the great educational theorist,
with this venture, and needs $900 to break
even on the T-shir- ts.
The station needs to switch to 100
watts, because it is now vulnerable in that
if any broadcasting company wants to
take over WKCO's frequency, WKCO
must spend $1000-- $ 1500 for a frequency
search. The only way it can assure itself a
permanent frequency is to increase its
wattage to one hundred. This increase will
also include a change from mono to stereo
broadcasting.
The increase has been tentatively ap-
proved by the FCC, but requires trustee
approval to go into effect. The station is
required to make 12 of its programming
WKCO Marathon Programming
Friday:
12-- 3 p.m.: Mark Leddy & Nick
Sparks "Inventive"
3-
-4: Peter Abraham & Tony
Wood "Blues"
4- - 5: Don Rogan "Honky Tonk"
5-
- 6: Charles Ruben "Music in
Thmas Mann"
6- - 7: Folk Festival Highlights with
Joe Reiley & Bob Cantwell
7-8:-
30: Jay Tashiro with Terri
Lammers
& Bob Cantwell
8:30-1- 0: History of Motown with
Neil Trueblood
Saturday:
12-- 2 a.m.: Jimmy La Coste
2-- 8: Bill Taylor & Pete Propp
8-1- 0: BillRobb
10-1- 2 p.m.: Jeff Toole
12-12:3- 0: Radio Charades with
Carolyn Capner, & Roger Andrews
at 1:30
2:30-3:3- 0: "The Lone Ranger" &
"The Shadow" with Susan B. &
Radio Swann
!
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Be in the vogue. Support WKCO during its February marathon.
also intended to distinguish between men
and women: "In Emile, he tells Emileone
thing--t- o be rational. But with Sophie, he
tells her another... to be manipulative."
Minnich pointed to several other
examples to conclude that in all areas of
the liberal arts the use of "man" and
"mankind" is rarely, if ever, intended to
be inclusive of women. Even in the
Declaration of Independence, the authors
were "perfectly conscious" of what they
meant when they said "All men are
created equal."
According to Minnich, educators make
the mistakes of ignoring this conscious
exclusion, and instead teach that the
language is inclusive of women. This kind
of intellectual dishonesty confuses the
men and women being taught in the
classroom. With the addition of women's
studies, teachers must admit "that our
tradition is one which purposefully ex-
cluded half the human race."
Minnich then presented a three step
progression the liberal arts curriculum
educational.
The radio normally broadcasts for
seventeen hours each day. This includes
educational shows, hourly news
headlines, and news shows twice daily,
and three times on the weekends. In
addition, there are music shows ranging
from rock to reggae and folk to classical.
The station has 52 disc jockeys with
regular shows, and 15 substitutes.
As Susan Hiteshew, manager of WK-
CO points out, "The WKCO radio
station opens more doors." With the
success of this marathon, even more
doors may be opened.
3:30-4:3- 0: John Macionis
"Unknown Oldies Show"
4:30-5:3- 0: Ken Smail's Electric
Revue
5:30-6- : News Journal
6- - 7: Folk Festival Highlights with
Joe Reiley & Bob Cantwell
7- - 8: Jazz with Matt Bloomfield &
Adam Meyer
8-
- 8:30: Dr. Mean with the
Funkgeist
8:30-1- 0: Rob Reading with Keith
DeAngelis 50's & 60's Music
10- - 11: Judy Norman & Friends
11- - 12: Allison Janney & Andy
Simmons, "Fun"
Sunday:
12-- 2 a.m.: Scott Barrett & Nils
Samuels
2-- 8: Ben Gordon & Ed Spodick
8-1- 0: Marie Hamilton
10-1- 2: Joe Reiley with Royal
Rhodes
I:
J.JC
undergoes when women's studies are
added. The first is realizing "that
everything has been built on the mistake
of building our world on the basis of a
small part of that world." Once educators
admit to this narrow perspective,
women's studies are added to the
curriculum. "You first find the ex-
ceptions, the women who acted like
men." The addition phase is problematic,
for nothing has been fundamentally
changed.
Women's studies then progresses to the
third and most difficult phase. Old
assumptions must be re-evalua- ted, new
modes of research need to be debated, in
every area of study. "When the part
(masculine point of view) has defined itself
as the whole you can't add to it. ..you must
redefineandreconceptualize the whole."
In history for example, historians
must look for research sources in new
places. Generally, the source has to be
written, but if historians are to find out
continued on page four
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Will the Beat Go On?
Like all other campus organizations, our radio station, WK-C- O,
faces the never ending battle of funding from the Student
Finance Committee. WKCO has a unique problem, however. Its
low visibility and licensing requirements make it hard to make
clear why the radio station exists as it is. WKCO is not a pop
station, because it is not commercial. Its purpose is educational.
In fact, by law, it is required to have 12 of its programming
made up of some informative nature. Therefore, when students
turn to 91.9 and don't find Olivia Newton-Joh- n going physical,
they complain, instead of staying tuned and discovering what
alternative radio is all about.
It's easy not to think of all the work and effort that goes
behind something you don't see, and that can be totally
forgotten by a flick of the dial. But, this weekend, why don't
you look a bit harder. WKCO will be on the air for 48 hours
straight, soliciting --your contributions for particular albums you
want to see in their library. WKCO is making a strong statement
by undertaking such a venture. They are not content to cut
services or give up on their dream of going 100 watts. They are
challenging you as well as themselves, to see just what the radio
station means to this campus.
We commend the initiative and creativity of the WKCO staff
and wish them every success this weekend. Tune in at 91.9 any
hour this weekend and enjoy the special shows and people
bringing you great musical entertainment.
Collegian's Focus Expands
This semester we will be stressing community interests in the
paper, expanding Kenyon's 'magic mountain' mentality. The
column "Periscope" will explore Gambier's past as well as living
history. "Phenomena," a column dealing with the natural and
the supernatural, will research recent medical breakthroughs and
the controversy over how they will affect our lifestyles.
Emphasis will also be on the "unexplained" and the "unusual."
The Political Forum editors plan to run polls, asking the local
population's reaction to current issues and world problems.
Questions concerning abortion, capital punishment, the Arab-Israe- li
conflict, world hunger, unisex language, and
Reaganomics often considered "out there in the real world,"
affect us all.
We urge all of you, students, faculty, faculty families, the
administration and their families, and all community members,
to contribute your opinions in our polls. But more importantly,
we openly invite you to pursue a particular local historical event
or psychic development that you are interested in for "Periscope"
and "Phenomena."
We look forward to your response.
GEC Brings You Surf and Spice
If ice, snow, and the mid-wint- er blues are not for you, the
Gambier Experimental College once again offers the chance to
temper the dreary month of February with the sun and sea spray
of windsurfing, the spice of international cuisine, the art of wine
tasting, or the chill of Dracula. The GEC is a unique opportunity
to learn something as basic as car maintenance, and to meet
different members of the community. We commend the
volunteer instructors for generously offering to share their time
and talents, as well as the two student coordinators who make it
all possible, Liz McCutcheon and Allison Shipley. We hope the
Kenyon community will take full advantage of the GEC
program.
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In Remembrance
To the Editors:
I wish to write a few words in memory
of my good friend Steve Altman ('79) who
died this summer at the age of 24. After
years of agonizing treatment, Steve was
overcome by leukemia. I write this for
those who never knew Steve and never
h-- : j the opportunity of sharing his
strength and joy.
Steve Altman was one of the finest men
I have ever known. He was generous,
kind, sensitive and intelligent. In the years
that I knew him I never once heard him
complain about his condition. Never once
did I detect a note of self-pit- y or
melancholy. He never even mentioned his
illness unless I brought it up. I will never
forget the strength and courage he
displayed in the face of imminent death.
Mostly, I remember what kind of a
friend he was to me. He accepted me as a
total person never rejecting certain
characteristics which are unpleasant or
unappealing. In fact, he would even see
my unattractive qualities as positive
aspects to my personality. I'll never forget
the day he called me "wonderfully in-
discreet." The highest gesture of friend-
ship is merely to accept the person as he
truly is.
" I owe Steve Altman a great deal. He is a
model of courage and selflessness.
Without embarrassment I can say that I
love Steve Altman and that I'll miss him
for the rest of my life. He showed me that
I must not let my own problems become
the center of the universe. He showed me
that I can move out of myself and care for
others even as I suffer. It was through him
that I learned my most valuable lessons at
Kenyon College.
A memorial fund has been established
in his memory. Funds will be used to plant
a beech grove. Perhaps we can think of
Steve Altman when we get wrapped up in
a term paper or final exam and feel as if
the whole world is coming to an end. The
greatest tribute to him would be a con-
scious effort to emulate his strength and
capacity to comfort others in the midst of
hardship. In that way we can truly fulfill
the promise of a liberal education by
becoming better human beings.
Sincerely,
David J. Gross ('81)
ARA Employment
Mishaps Questioned
To the Editors:
Kenyon students and the ad-
ministration deserve an explanation from
ARA for the problems that occurred at
Gund with student employment following
Christmas break. Food Service Director
Robert Felice in last week's Collegian
article ("Change in ARA Employment
Unexpected") cited two reasons for the
difficulties. We, however, believe these
reasons are excuses rather than a fair
explanation for the problem.
Mr. Felice said some of the confusion
developed because it was unclear as to
how positions would be filled second
semester. Yet the student employees at
Gund were informed through a Newscope
notice in December that they would
continue working the same hours unless
they otherwise told the head student
manager. No students were otherwise
notified.
Also, the managerial switch that Mr.
Felice used as an excuse was more in name
than in fact since Dorothy Shultz had
been serving as acting Site Manager since
Thanksgiving. Further, even though her
title was Catering Manager, she had
worked as the manager-in-charg- e at some
meals since last year, and thus, has been
familiar with, active in, and often
responsible for major aspects of
operations especially student hiring and
scheduling since then.
Mr. Felice characterized the problem as
an 'oversight'; we see it as nothing more
than a feeble attempt to cover ARA's
mistake. ARA is employed by the school
and is responsible to the school for its
actions. Thus far, ARA has not
adequately explained the reasons for this
occurance. It is ARA's duty either to
submit an explanation or apologize for it.
Respectfully,
J. Caperna '84
Paul W. McCartney '84
Signed, John Doe
To the Editors:
Huh?
What do they mean
What do they say?
What are their real names?
Who will teach every rule of their
newest games?
One says he learns from 'and surely
yearns some) the bunny with a bod.
Another sounds, and this astounds, as
if he'd talked to God.
But when they try and tell me what they
think, I do not know.
I've no choice but to read, alas
development is slow.
Put some girls in a fraternity and boys
in Bushncll too.
And if you can convince him, Dean
Reading in B-- 2.
Seriously, and on the level, 1 make a
single case, i
When writing any article, don't just
take up space
Don't by coy and don't be snitty and
always sign your name.
Your writings might affect us all,
though we may not think the same.
Minturn Osborne
Books Appreciated
To the Editors:
1 am sorry for the delay after the busy
Christmas season, but I wanted to write
and let you know that we at the Knox
County Welfare Department want to
express appreciation to the Kenyon
College students w ho generously donated
books at Christmas time. We were
delighted to be able to include these books
in the Christmas packages we prepared
for 33 families.
The Christmas Project Committee and
the recipients thank you again for your
thoughtfulness.
Sincerely,
Joyce Heaton
Christmas Project Coordinator
Family Services Unit
Jeff Bell Elected
New President
7
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Sophomore Jeff Bell, past secretary
of the Interfraternity Council won the
bid for IFC president yesterday. Bell,
social chairman of the Beta Theta Pi
fraternity, stated in his letter of intent
the importance of continued com-
munity activities and responsible
leadership on the part of all frater-
nities. Bell also expressed concern
about the fraternity image on the hill,
and hoped to see that discussions with
the Women's Center on topics such as
the meaning of the term "sexual
harrassment" continue. For the
fraternities themselves, Bell stressed
the importance of maintainging
greater contact with their national
organizations, as well as more "open
exchange" between the campus frats
themselves.
Air Traffic Safety 1 1 i SKFETY REGULATIONS FOR 1 983,,.lew- - Altitun WtfwNo- -
To Shift To Pilots
by Peter McFaddcn
Most people do not consider questions
of safety when boarding an airplane. The
air-traff- ic controllers' strike and two
recent accidents, however, have focused
public attention on air safety. The ap-
pointment of J. Lynn Helms as FAA
Administrator has also created somewhat
of a stir in the airline industry,
o An Air Florida flight crashed on
January 13th into the 14th Street Bridge
in Washington, D.C., killing four people
in cars on the bridge before plunging into
ihe water. Seventy-fou- r of the seventy-nin- e
passengers on board were killed. Just
ten days later, a World Airways flight slid
off the runway into Boston harbor alter
landing. Only two of the two-hundre- d
and ten passengers are unaccounted for
and possible drowned. These two in-
cidents ended a record streak of 26
months without a major accident in
.merican skies
The strike of the Professional Air
Traffic Controllers Organization brought
the air traffic control system under close
scrutiny. The system currently uses fifteen
year old computers to track airline flights.
With the strike limiting traffic to only
85ro of normal capacity, the system will
frequently overloads. The problem is
expected to intensify since deregulation
should stimulate air traffic to levels twice
as high as today's by the year 2000.
J. Lynn Helms, the new FAA ad-
ministrator, is aggressively pursuing a
complete overhaul of the present system.
Basically, he w ants to shift responsibilities
from men to machines and from the
ground to the cockpit. His plan will cover
ten vearsand cost S8.5 billion.
Political
Forum
Unwed Mothers Need Help
By Anna Bartolameo
Despite the ever-increasi- ng political
aitemion directed to the problem of
unwanted pregnancy, both "pro-life- " and
"pro-choic- e" advocates have all but
ignored a directly related problem: unwed
parenthood. In doing so, they ignore the
fact that an increasing number of teenagers
are bearing and keeping children and that
their problems deserve as much attention as
is given those who decide not to bear them.
Recent federal statistics would seem to
indicate that the traditional stigma against
illegitimacy almost disappeared in the
1970s. During that decade, illegitimate
births increased by fully 50, to nearly
one in every six, or 17, of all births.
Between 1978 and 1979 alone, illegitimate
births increased by 10.
No one cause can be identified as
responsible for the spectacular increase in
the rate of illegitimate births. Observers
of various persuasions cite mosl often the
relaxation of sexual mores following the
"new morality" of the sixties. "Pro-family- "
advocates rail against the
glorification of prepubescent sexuality in
magazine advertisements and television
commercials; others decry the lingering
influence of a tradition that promotes
motherhood as a badge of maturity. All
are at a loss to explain why youths of the
most sexually sophisticated generation yet
have failed to avail themselves of the
information about and access to con-
traceptives that has complemented the
increase in teenage sexual activity.
Crucial as it seems, however, the
Question of what has caused the rise in
illegitimate binhs may be an inap-
propriate focus of attention for those
concerned about unwed pregnancy.
Certainly, prevention is important, and
all due effort to educate the young about
birth control is demanded by the
situation. Yet such speculation about the
reasons for the increase in illegitimate
births has thus far served to draw at-
tention away from the existing problem:
hat types of aid are available to those
ho choose to bear and, sometimes, to
P, a child conceived out of wedlock?
Traditional options are swiftly losing
'heir popularity. Marriage is still chosen
by 58 of whites and 8 of blacks, down
m the last decade from 71 and 26
respectively. Yet teenage marriages are
notoriously unstable, especially those
based on such a tenuous bond as a shared
mistake, and subject to the pressures of
instant parenthood. There is, as yet, no
shortage of potential adoptive parents,
but the emotional toll exacted by cum-
bersome procedures and irrevocable,
unqualified separation deter many from
'bis route.
This new program will include theinstallation of new computers, airborne
collision-avoidanc- e equipment, advanced
radar systems, and other technology.
This new program should save billions
over the next few years. The $8.5 billion
price tag, however, might encounterproblems in Congress. The savings from
the new system could amount to as much
as $25 billion by the year 2(XX). If the new
technology is introduced, the FAA will be
able to reduce en route centers from
twenty to twelve. The number of people
needed to w ork the system w ill be cut by a
third.
The new program would increase air
safety while also allowing much more air
traffic. The PATCO strike has un-
derscored the need for this radical
automation. John O'Brien of the Airline
Pilots Assn., an organization which has
been a chief advocate of improvement,
declared. "Any move to shift some
responsibility to the cockpit and to
computers is a dramatic change in
philosophy from the current ground-base- d
system. "' An executive of the
Bendix Corp., which plans to bid on
many of the contracts, points out, "We're
building elements of the ground system
into the cockpit, making the pile-- , in
effect, a backup controller." Richard
Rirken of the Mitre Corp., which has
already developed an experimental
system, adds, "Lvery routine task that a
controller can do today will te done by
computer."
If Helms can convince Congress to
accept his S8.5 billion plan, air traffic in
he future will be controlled more ef-
ficiently and safely.
More than ever, then, unwed parents
are electing to keep and raise their
children themselves. Sometimes this
choice is a sentimental and unrealistic
decision; sometimes it is a mature ac-
ceptance of responsibility. In eith' . - case,
both the parent and the child need all the
moral and practical support possible. To
that end, new procedures and policies
need to be pursued. For instance, at
" 'Pro-famil- y' advocates rail against the
glorification of prepubescent sexuality in magazine
advertisements and television commercials; others
decry the lingering influence of a tradition that
promotes motherhood as a badge of maturity."
prcsenl, financial aid from federal and
state sources is adjusted to the degree of
financial independence of the mother,
making it difficult for the unwed mother
who remains with her family to obtain
aid. An enlighiened policy would
recognize that, in many cases, home is the
best place for a young mother to receive
the practical and emotional support she
War Economy Fuels Unemployment
By W illiam Koggan
The current debate over unemployment
has focused on the appropriate fiscal
policy to alleviate the problem. I his
analysis misses the true origin oi our
unemployment. Much of our structural
and non-structur- al unemployment is due
to our "permanent war economy." Our
expenditures to fight World War II may
have brought us out of the depths of the
Depression, but thirty years of preparing
for World War 111 threatens to throw us
back into one.
If one compares the economies of West
Germany, Japan and America, one of the
most outstanding differences is their
respective levels of military expenditures.
In the U.S. over 30 of federal ex-
penditures are for military purposes. West
Germany spends 11 and Japan 6 of
their federal expenditures on armaments.
The immediate effect of large military
expenditures is stimulation of economic
activity, but with a long run deadening
effect First, it has forced our research
and development dollars to be spent for
and not consumermilitary purposes
goods. The argument that military
technology is transferable to civilian
purposes is untenable. For example, while
American engineers in the late 60's were
designing "smart bombs," the best and
rA0 AinOAftTIOH OF CCCXPIT CONTRCL.'
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requires, and would provide aid ac-
cordingly. Non-monetar- y aid, too, could
be provided by communities including
better, more accessible day care facilities,
and resource centers for teaching and
helping young mothers with effective
parenting.
Most importantly, individuals and
communities need to provide moral
support lor unwed parents by
acknowledging and attending to their
plight. Only those who give equal at-
tention to women who choose not to
abort can truly be called "pro-choice- ";
only those who show concern for the
children actually born as well as those
unborn can truly call themselves "pro-life- ".
the brightest of Japan were designing
state of the art audio components. Hence,
we now have only a miniscule portion of
the $3 billion a year audio market. Once,
we dominated this market the way we
once dominated the car market.
Second, money used for the military
cannot be used to modernize the in-
dustrial infrastructure. Because Japan
was modernizing its steel industry with
American technology in the 60's, in the
70's it was able to successfully compete
against the American steel industry. Many
of our steel plants still use technology
which dates back to the 1930's.
Third, military technology is inherently
nonproductive in that we realize no gains
in productivity from it. For example, one
million dollars spent on tractors saves the
consumer money in the form of increased
productivity. A million dollars in tanks,
on the other hand, adds nothing to the
nation's productivity in real terms.
Therefore, when the workers who
produce these tanks spend their
paychecks, they are simply throwing more
money at the same amount of consumer
goods. This increase in the money supply,
while the level of goods produced remains
constant (according to conservative
economists), is the primary cause for
inflation. The defense-oriente- d economy
Aw -- Collision
Device :
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Congress Should Act
to Prevent Air Deaths
By Nicholas Kalm and Michael Cannizzaro
Political Forum Editors
The two recent air traffic incidents mentioned above require some am-
plification. Air Florida flight 90 leaving from Washington's National Airport
and the World Airways landing on Logan Airport's runway were not typical
examples of airplane disasters. In the past, tragedies have occurred from either
equipment failure (a DC-1- 0 losing its engine minutes after takeoff from
Chicago's O'Hare Airport) or pilot error (the runway crash of a KLM jet on a
runway in ihe Canary Islands).
The Air Florida disaster was rather complex. In the first place, the de-ici- ng
mechanism on board the Boeing 737 was turned off and the plane sat, in the
snow, on the tarmac for approximately 45 minutes before taking off. One
eyewitness, the pilot of a Brannif Airlines, told National Transportation Safety
Board officials that he actually saw ice caking on the wings of the other plane as
he was taxiing in the other direction.
The more insidious problem, however, is the basic problem with National
Airport. Built during the Second World War, it was built to accommodate Army
transport planes and not the jumbo jets it is now forced to accommodate. Its
runway is one of the shortest in the nation. Virtually the only reason for its
existence is its extraordinarily convenient location, relative to Capitol Hill;
approximate travel time: 20 minutes. Transportation Secretary Drew Lewis
commissioned a study late last year to study the safety of the airport. Any
Administration decision, however, will meet strong opposition from Congress.
Many members have expressed privately their reluctance to travel to the more
outlying Dulles and BaltimoreWashington Airports which are now being
considered as alternatives for the heavy air traffic volume which our nation's
capital now receives.
Clearly, what is necessary here is some sort of altruistic gesture on the part of
Congress. Regardless of any aspersions cast on the moral fiber of our
representatives, it is doubtful that any of them would want another tragedy in
Washington simply because of added driving time.
Finally, a note about the Logan Airport incident. The pilot of the World
Airways flight was relying on information which was two hours old. That in-
formation stated that runway braking conditions were fair to poor. The updated
report, had the pilot heard it, would have told him that the conditions were poor
to nil. Obviously, if he had been aware of this, some sort of alternative landing
site could have been used. It remains a fact that air travel is still the safest way to
go, but an effective government learns from such mishaps and works to prevent
their recurrence.
has helped cause the decline of U.S.
industry's market position as well as
unemployment and inflation.
To make matters worse, this inflation-unemployme- nt
spiral costs the govern-
ment billions of dollars and causes it to
operate in debt. In the fiscal year 1976,
umemployment cost the government $50
billion in lost revenues and S17 billion in
increased benefit payments, i.e.
umemployment insurance, food stamps
and welfare. The government deficit for
that year was $67 billion. In fiscal year
1981, unemployment averaged over 8
or 4 above the full employment level.
Some estimates for this year's deficit
place it at approximately $120 billion.
The Reagan Administration's policies
will only perpetuate this problem. First, it
has increased military spending. In the
process, it has cut numerous programs
which produce net gains in productivity
(i.e. subsidies to the sciences and
education). if the Administration
insists on pursuing its current course,
inflation and unemployment will continue
unabated.
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Poet Stephen Dunn will read his work this Sunday
By Chip Bultman
Stephen Dunn will read his poetry in
Pierce Lounge at 8:30 p.m. on Sunday,
February 7th.
Dunn has published over 150 poems in
numerous periodicals, including The
American Poetry Review, Antaesus, The
Antioch Review, The Nation, The New
Yorker, The Ohio Review, and many
others. He has been published in several
anthologies and has edited three books of
poetry, including The Other Side of the
Shouting (an anthology of sports poems), 5
and Silence Has a Rough, Crazy Weather
(an anthology and handbook on teaching
poetry to the deaf). Dunn has also
received a number of awards and grants,
including The Florida Poetry Contest,
eriacope
Double Cheese, PepperonL.
By Molly Donnelly
Mounds of hot melted cneese, sauce,
mushrooms, pepperoni, green peppers,
bacon and hamburger all piled on a thick
homemade crust and delivered to one's
dorm door at one a.m. what more
could a famished student ask for? 9-427-- 2152,
the number we all graduate from
Kenyon knowing by heart, has saved
many a student from the midnight
munchies. But how many of us actually
realize that prior to February 10, 1978,
the Pirate's Cove was a small two story
operation under the dubious guise of
Larry's Pizza?
In late 1977, Larry, the owner of
Larry's Pizza, mysteriously left town,
abandoning his business. With his
departure, his house, directly in front of
his business, the business and the
surrounding land went up for sale at a
sheriff's auction to help settle a few of
Larry's debts. Larry's property line ran
from the village street line back to the
village's parking lot and from Farr Hall's
alley to the Fireman's path. The two story
business building itself consisted of a
small kitchen and a galley with a back
door opening on to a dirt lot. Larry's
came with a fully equipped kitchen and a
one room galley lined with booths.
The highest bidders at the auction were
two older ladies who'd helped finance the
majority of his flagging business.
However, after several months of
negotiating, Larry's was resold to Will
and Marilyn Corrigan and their three
partners Charlotte Hatton and Mr. and
Mrs. Rodney Ayers. The five friends had
virtually put everything they owned in
hock to finance the project.
After a twenty-tw- o year career in the
Air Force, Will Corrigan had retired to
Gambier to live on a newly purchased 14
acre farm.
Will's wife, Marilyn, a native of
Gambier, is credited with being the
driving force behind the business venture.
Marilyn had always dreamed of returning
to Gambier and setting up a small ice
cream business. However, after research-
ing the venture her plans were foiled by
town zoning laws and the lack of available
commercially designated lots. Larry's
Pizza enterprise presented the perfect
solution.
Charlotte, Marilyn's sister, en-
thusiastically pooled her resources and
helped in the venture. The Ayers were
partners for the first year after the sale of
Larry's but then sold their share and
moved away from Gambier. Thus, the
Cove is presently owned by three part-
ners. Will acknowledges that without the
Women's Studies Discussed
continued from page one
more about women, they have to look
elsewhere, at oral histories, the activities
of women's clubs, and in private journals.
The historical concentration on wars,
apparent economic and political conflict
must be re-evalu- a" as weH, "We should
looK at the schools and libraries being
built by women, the political parties they
carried on their backs without the
possibility of ever becoming visible."
Generally, new and difficult questions
in Pierce.
The National Endowment of the Arts
Creative Writing Fellowship, and an
appearance in a special supplement to the
American Poetry Review as one of the
outstanding younger poets in 1974. In
addition, Dunn has had editorial ex-
perience as Director of AWP Poetry
Series, Assistant Editor of Flving
Magazine, and Advisory Editor of The
Journal of New Jersey Poets.
He is currently an Associate Professor
at Stockton State College. His five books,
Impersonations, Looking For Holes In
The Ceiling, Full of Lust And Good
Usave, A Circus Of Needs, his latest, and
Work and Love, are available at the
Kenyon bookshop. The following is a
selection from Work and Love.
combined resources of all five, the Cove
would not be what it is today.
One of the first and many decisions that
faced the new owners was the renaming of
their business. Since three of the five
partners, Charlotte, Marilyn and Mrs.
Ayers, were graduates of Gambier High
(now Wiggins Street Grade School) they
all quickly agreed on the first part of the
name. They decided to name the business
after their old school team, The Pirates.
This nautical theme eventually influenced
the names of all the food entrees.
The Cove's early days were quite hectic
and the "naive" pirates, as Will dubbed
them, quickly learned the ins and outs of
business.
The Cove grew daily in its popularity,
as did their plans to expand, "one roof
just led to another." What started out to
be a picnic area addition, turned into the
present Captain's Quarters. The partners,
limited in funds and swamped in loans,
originally wanted something easy and
inexpensive. They planned to convert
the back lot into a patio. However, to
meet the town's zoning standards they
would have had to surround the patio
with a fence high enough so that
"beverages" could not be passed over it.
What eventually emerged was a plan to
excavate six feet of dirt from the back
yard and build a large addition to the
galley. The plan included enlarging the
kitchen and adding a main entrance way.
In February, 1978 building plans were
finalized. For several months the Cove
remained open with construction in
progress. When construction became too
congested the Cove closed for ren-novatio- ns.
As the Cove drew precariously near its
August deadline, one which was to
coincide with the opening of a new shcool
year, the pace of work increased. Marilyn
recounts how often times everyone
collapsed at the end of the day, sometimes
too tired to return home. They would
sleep on the Cove's booths and upon
waking the next day resume their work.
The Cove's list of things needed en-
compassed from a bar to extra coolers.
Dorthey's Luncheon, an old Kenyon
hang-ou- t back when Kenyon was sans
women, supplied the Cove with various
tables, signs, and its bar.
Getting the construction loans and
funds to supply the Cove's purchasing
power, Will admits, was difficult at first.
However, once the bank saw the Cove in
action, notes flew. The banker would
often end up coming to the Cove himself
and run around the kitchen, getting all the
five partners' signatures. Consequently,
should be discussed, such as what does it
mean to be human? Why have women
been left out?, and Why is something
great only if it is the accomplishment of
one. and not many individuals?
The changes Minnich sees with the
initiation of women's studies will take a
long time, but will be worth it. "If we
really care about humanity, and not
mankind alone, our loyalty has to switch,
and a new subtlety of thought will be
revealed."
Lonely Place
In a Lonely Place. Directed by Nicholas
Ray. Starring Humphrey Bogart, Gloria
Grahame. 1950, BW, 91 min. Wed-
nesday, 10:00, Rosse.
Humphrey Bogart is in top form as a
short-tempere- d Hollywood writer in In a
Lonely Place. He has a rather disturbing
propensity to beat up those around him,
whether they be friends, acquaintances,
or strangers. When a hat-chec- k girl is
found murdered in his apartment, he
becomes the obvious suspect for the
police. Indeed, his explanation has a ring
of falsehood to it; he contends that he
invited her there to grill her on the
contents of a book that she read and that
he has been assigned to adapt to the
screen.
In a Lonely Place features several such
barbs aimed at the practices of the film
industry, but the emphasis of this movie is
the strained love affair between the writer
and his neighbor, played with suitable
suspicion by Gloria Grahame. It is only a
matter of time, she reasons, until the same
fate befalls her.
The tension that director Ray pulls out
of the script, and the precise performance
he obtains from Bogart combine to make
this a gripping story.
Finzi-Contin- is
The Garden of the Finzi-Contini- s.
Directed by Vittorio de Sica. Starring Lino
Capolicchio, Dominique Sanda. 1970,
Italian wEnglish subtitles, 95 min.
Watching a Vittorio de Sica movie is a
primarily emotional experience; one is not
so much moved by the mastery of his
subject, as by his understanding of it. The
'V
N
Charlotte Hatton. Marilyn and Will Corrigan.
Will reminisces some of the original notes
and back files have pizza sauce and grease
marks on them.
During their intensive work sessions the
only relief and entertainment they allowed
themselves were breaks for food, sleep
and occasional coffee. During these
breaks they dreamed up some of the
nautical names for their entrees. There is
only one entree which appears slightly out
of piace among the "Maties" and
Frederic, a vegetarian sub"Pirates
Delights" the Frederic. Marilyn invented
the name after flipping through a
description of the play "The Pirates of
Penzance." Frederic was the play's pirate
who lacked the meat-eatin- g ruthlessness
inherent in a pirate. Likewise the Cove's
Frederic, a vegetarian sub, lacks one
essential ingredient, meal.
Frederic, Marilyn was responsible for all
the Cove's original art work and early
accounting. Today, Marilyn still does a
major percentage of the business's ac-
counting and correspondence and she also
gets up early every morning to make fresh
batches of pizza dough.
As August 28 drew nearer, the final
touches were hurriedly added, and when
Kenyon students returned for the 1978-197- 9
school year, the Pirate's Cove
opened. The Cove originally opened for
lunches despite the sparse afternoon
business. However, after the Deli bought
out the Pizza Villa, and the VI opened for
lunch, things evened out. Will admits with
relief, "the day they (the Deli and VI)
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machinations of style become almost
forgotten as de Sica's feelings for his
characters becomes evident. The screen,
at times, becomes lit by the characters'
emotions, rather than the cold light of the
projector.
The Garden of Finzi Continis is an
excellent example of de Sica's limpid
style. The movie takes place in fascist
Italy where Giorgio (Lino Capolicchio), a
middle-clas- s Jewish-Italia- n student, falls
in love with Micol (Dominique Sanda),
daughter of the Finzi-Contini- s, rich,
cultured Sephardic Jews who live in an
immense old house surrounded by a
private park.
This world behind the garden walls
becomes enchanted for Giorgio, and he
becomes as obsessed with it as he is with
Micol. He is frustrated, however, on both
counts, for just as Micol does not return
his love, he cannot bridge the gap of the
Finzi-Contini- s' aloofness.
One wonders why the Finzi-Contin- is
refuse to change, why they will not awake
from their elegant slumber. But to ask
that question is to ask too much of de
Sica's art; no matter that they are spoiled,
antiquarian, depending upon an aloofness
that is no longer respected, they possess a
beauty and elegance in their private world
that is as mutely fascinating to de Sica as
it is to Giorgio.
Heaven Can Wait
Heaven Can Wait. Directed by Warren
Beatty and Buck Henry. Starring Warren
Beatty, James Mason, Julie Christie,
Dyan Cannon, Charles Grodin, Buck
Henry. 1978, 100 min.
For those of you who saw Here Comes
Mr. Jordan last semester, Warren
Beatty's Heaven Can Wait may seem
-
proprietors of Pirate's Cove
opened for lunch was the day we closed
for lunch." The Cove became strictly an
evening enterprise . After a year or so
business steadily grew and like "a
snowball going down hill," additions to
the decor and menu were introduced.
More student workers were added to
boost the family force. For en-
tertainment, a juke box was added.
Gradually a few games were introduced
and eventually the pinball and video game
room was added.
In the summer of 1979, a small stage
was built in the Captain's Quarters. Will
delightedly admits it was quite a treat and
brought in such performers as Jonathan
Winters. The addition of the stage also
allowed the Cove to cater to the older
patrons. Since May of 1981, the Cove has
introduced a monthly Jerry Weaver Band
Night which has packed the Cove with
diners, who make reservations months in
advance.
When asked what the Cove plans for
the future, Will hesitating admits many of
their plans hinge on what the village
zoning laws allow. But if business and
time permit, the partners are not lacking
in ideas. Among a few are an "exterior"
face lift and perhaps showing movies such
as "Little Rascals" to entertain wailing
patrons.
For a busienss venture that started out
inlending to be a small ice cream shop,
they've come a long way. The partners, as
Will so aptly put it, "wound up with a lot
more than ice cream."
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repetitive. That's understandable; both
are based on the stage play originally
written by Harry Segall. Co-write- rs
Beatty and Elaine May have updated the
play by making the central character the
quarterback of the Super Bowl-boun- d
L.A. Rams instead of the boxer used in
the earlier productions.
The plot concerns Joe Pendleton
(Beatty), who is killed while bicycling
through a highway tunnel. His soul is
removed by a heavenly messenger, The
Escort (Henry). Unfortunately, The
Escort acted too quickly; Pendleton was
suppose to survive and continue as
captain of the Rams. It's up to the vicar
of divinity, Mr. Jordan (Mason), to
decide how to correct the problem. Since
Pendleton desperately wants to return to
Earth, a deal is struck whereby he is
allowed to occupy a recently vacated
body. That body belongs to a cruel
financier who was just murdered by his
scheming wife (Cannon) and male
secretary (Grodin). The resulting co-
nfusion upon Pendleton's reap-
pearance inside the financier's body is
hilarious. It is left to Pendleton to con-
vince those around him of his true
identity.
Lady Vanishes
The Lady Vanishes. Directed by Alfred
Hitchcock. With Margaret Lockwood,
Michael Redgrave, Dame May Whitty,
Paul Lukas, and Cecil Parker. 1938,
BW, 97 min.
The Lady Vanishes is one of the last
and greatest Britsh films by Alfred Hitc-
hcock, third in the KFS Hitchcock series.
This movie, as well as any other, shows
the cohesion, suspense, and sustained
entertainment that characterizes Hitc-
hcock's best work.
The opening sequence is in a small inn
somewhere in a Central European
country, where a transcontinental train
has been stranded by an avalanche. With
this device, Hitchcock manages to in-
troduce the passengers that will partake in
the mystery further down the tracks. The
personalities thus introduced, the train
continues on its way-- - and the real in-
trigue begins.
Miss Froy (Dame May Whitty)
befriends Iris Henderson (Margaret
Lockwood) as they board the train and
they share a cup of tea, after which they
return to their compartment. After a nap,
Iris awakes to find Miss Froy gone. The
duration of the film details Iris's in-
creasingly frantic search to find her, while
the rest of the pasengers maintain Miss
Froy's nonexistence.
The inn sequence now serves more
purpose. Each passenger is either friend
or foe; niether Iris nor the audience can
safely trust anyone. The loyalties of each
character are finally spelled out as the
film and the train reach their destination.
The conclusion is ultimately revealing and
rewarding, as is the entire picture. For
serious film buffs, this is a must.
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weie the (.' iiiino" luviiiine, k'l'k 4S by
(. hoin, the I in.iioi nocliune vnik p by
Kinie. and without exception the
I'.iL'.inini etude x in 1 in.iioi b I ik.-t-.
1 lu-k- o pkVOk in patliculai doiiioiikiiaie
IVkii.ik'k ability to kkniliOki.'e CkMiiplex
IMkxa.nex. 1 he pivbleuik in ihe concel t weie
l.iueK due to tempo ot iiibato extteinex
tihe -- h in.iioi, I'hopin. kk.ik too l.tkO but
llu-k- O flawx pune io bo iiikitnilic.iiil in
lolaiion to the oihoiwiko kiipoib poi
toi niance.
H nvHi Mill bolioko that Keiikon lackk a
coilam loin.inlic auia. and youdid nol .no
to ihik CkMicoil. xou have nol iiiue
I ijaui x-- vl
out w hole to look.
in Mount Vernon
For overnight visits by
Parents and Friends
Call the
CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL
397-433- 4
on the public square
Conference:
( 'ii' fvt'uvi'n t i'luuiri iMiifsiiay, Jainiai v J7, 1 sS2
1
I'
'sIKHl Kv't'HWH I
.Uilill M.U- - ,t vii.iuli
k Kohiiikon linistuxl, kiiklonik hocian
to kiioani in loi the oiliei alioinoon
lociuio, "lokek." Hie aiiitude of ihe
audionce w.iv lelaxod and icccpiie loi
what iho weie xuie would bo a liuinoi oiik
piOkoiii.uion. Vy.un, we weie not
dikappoiined Cohen ik imeicxted m lokek
.ik a topic an. ilk civ.
1 auikhins into the hod ol hik k-oc- h,
v'ohen woudeied wh one telK lokek, why
one wanik lo aniiiko, and win one lauylik
.ii lokek One ot x olk-iT- k main pouilk w.ik
the klo.i ol innni.ick in kh.iuxl lauyhioi.
lokek exikt on keoial lekeU ol iiuinia.'k.
One kind ol loke ik the llei luetic loke.
whkh io.iinok us aiklk-nc- o to h.oe a
kiiiul.il culiui.il ba.kkiiouikl. I'oheu ciul
ihik loke .ik an example ol a llcimeiic
loke " tun in Sa.i .uiioiu o Roman
Paul
Ilk Hi tan 1 1 lull
ll. i llio l.iuuaiy ili coikoil in which
I'. ml I'oMi.ik demoiikiiaicd et another
in.iMcik ol tns bull. nice. I toll coinivllod
lo tin, I oui nisi what uiakok a kuuioso
"ii, k " I wondeied w li.it kind ol
clnLllkkkl, wh.u svcial kind ol up-hiingin- g
cikvHii.K.xl oi aided in
dov doping a man capable ot Mich
ov oi w helming lal. nl.
1 f
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Art View
Mullork ( reuiin
Phologi.ipliv ik ail. Ihe fiiM c.uiicia
w.ik invented about (oui centimes ago to
aid paiiueis in gelling the exact details
and spatial lelalionsol thou subics'l. Kiev
wanted lo pioduco avoiv i clique pictuie.
1 he initial icaclion lo ptiotogi aphv was of
I'eai and doubt fiom oilier ai UMk, and
incicliblc enthusiasm fiom the masses.
Since then we have giovvn familial wiih
the benetits and diawh.icks of the "in-si.itu- "
pictuie. Ii is no longer ooukidcicd a
lhie.il to the oxiktonce if all ihe olhor aits
- such as panning, diawing, and etching.
In lad, all tlu-k- O toimsofait acknowlcslge
and incoipoiate phoiography akait. Since
ptiologiaphv is basically mechanical and
ctioinic.il, and is taken fiom the real
wotld, theie is no cial'l lo ciiuck-e- .
Although ihe oial't is veiy diffeient fiom
oihor modes of ail, theie is plenty to
cmici.'o in a phologiaph fiom subiect
choice, angle, cl.uiiy. aikl content, to
color and conlidM. Ihe photogi aptiei 's
( ailiohc Muffed oloe." lo appiexiate
kiich a loke, C ohen explained thai one
had io be l.iinil.u with ceiiain ntcx and
liadiiioiik ol the Koinan I'dtholie chinch.
I ho next cau-yioi- y ik the M tectikc ioke.
liuinoi and intimacy aiikCk heie lioin
kh.ued amtudok oi pieiudicok. 1 ihiiic
iokok aio oxainplok of thik type. Cohen
d.x-- k noi i. no ilu-k- o iokok ak iioo.l iikek.
1 he thud type ol ioke ('ohen epindil
upon wax ihe condiuonal ioke. I his sou
calk loi koine p.iki knowledge about what
ik K-iiii- ! made fun of, but the knowledge
need only be iiiiiumal. - iii.tkp of the
piopei kieuHiv ik enough. I ii; hi bulb
iokok .no pi line candidates ol tins son.
I'ohen notixl ihai it is kiial to tell the
Posnak Up
k iingtii boccul, P.ml Posii.ik was
hioughl up in a tan Ik nuisk ally oi lented
anuokphcie. I'Okii.ik'k moiticr ekoiuually
s.kiilicod tiei c.ueer in ovia in older lo
develop tic-- 1 son'k obkioiik lalontk, but hik
t.uhci l.ik I'oMiak puis ii) nokei lost his
"eio Mostel" abilities, tally on il
became easily u ogin.'.ihle I li.it I'okiiak
nol only had poilocl pitch, bin also an
insatiable appetite toi iiiumc and lot
pi. iking ol "banging" the piano.
Mihoucti one would nokei bolioko u now,
Posnak as a cluld ti.uo.l lo piacuce and
was kiuuallk lei i it led lo play in public.
Howckci, wuh itiokitppoii cs t hikjk.iionik,
hik own iluiki loi imikic. and hik naiiiial
bul developed I.ilenl, t'osnak soon
ov oi came all pi ioi dislikes and to. us.
While siill onlv eight yo.iik old and in
hik ihiul yoai of kctiool, I'okiiak leceiveda
lull sctiil.ii ship to the piep.uoik division
ol ihe liilli.ud School of Music,
.lulli.ud pros ided Posnak with a "rich
con i so of iiisii notion" in theory, coun-le- i
poi in, composition and pi iv ate lessons.
At seventeen Posnak entered Columbia
I'niketsiiy and eventually niaioied in
Compaiitive 1 ileiainre. Although
Columbia piovoyl both challenging and
exliomoly siimulaling, Posnak felt theie
wak sonieihing missing, .lulliard providcxl
the aimokpheie t'osnak craved. Prior to
completing hik bachelors degree, he won
l he tu st pi k-- e in the .I S. tt.ich International
Competition held in Washington O.C.
Posnak realiesl soon af tot this competition
ihai he needed a bleak from the academic
and professional piessuies which he had
been inv oh ed in since age eight.
In WO Posnak oiganied and iniuauxl
the Inioi.iciii'n Aitisis, Inc. the function
of this gioup was (and still is) to tour
acioss the counti v , and reside two days to
iwo weeks al colleges and univeisiiies.
Photography, a neglected
eve, his or hoi ideas behind il, and his oi
hoi w oik alter il, create the pictuie.
I he popular claim against photography
is lli.u ihe subiect has equal right to the
beauty of ihe pictuie as ihe photographer,
because he or she has only oapiuied on
film whai exists in reality. However,
lealuy is appaient in a painting the same
as ihe reality can be distorted and
manipulated in a phologiaph. If ihe
pliotogiaptier can nol lake lull credit for
ttie contents of his or hot phologiaph,
then the painter can't take full credit for
tns or her oolois, nor the sculptor for the
substance of his or her materials.
I'hoiogiaphy has a special relation to
its subject in ihai all the details aie true
because the contents are from the real
woild. Photography is the only objective
ail in this respect. Ihe photographer can
nol change details or gestuies to reflect his
or her personal feelings about the subject.
I tie subject of the pictuie is authentic.
Ihe phoiogiapher creates visual
statements about the wotld around him or
rutin ioke to the tii;ht audience. If a
comedian hum explain the backgiound,
the ioke ik ruined. He coinpatcd this to
cxaiinnini; a woik of ait. whole one iniist
have some kind ol pnoi knowledite in
oulei lo n uly appieciate it. And, like
ail, a ioke inuM be a gooit one in older to
last; lo Iv iiiMitoiaiuii; and pleasing each
tune one is exposed lo u, and to entice one
to waul to expei leuce it again.
I xpaiiding on ihe feeling of intimacy
between joke-telle- r and listener, Cohen
aftiinied that the accckkihiiny of the joke
depends on shared knoweledge, and this
pioinoics the keiike ol intimacy. Cohen
Miessed thai this sense of community
musi come naiiually and can nol be
foiccd. Ihc joke teller must feel
something lor the ioke. Telling a racial
ioke to bigots when one does not shaie ihe
pieiudice is to compromise one's sense of
idenniy lo be pan of the community.
Cohen is nol iinpiessed wuh aohnny
Cai son's method of telling jokes,
claiming he gives no spaik or feeling for
ihe ioke, and lelK them obkioiikly juM to
gel a leacnoii, theie ik no intimacy bet-
ween Caikon and hik audience.
II a joke offends a person, yet he or she
laughk am way, then he or khe is in some
way loik.iking a vital part of himself or
hoi sell to laugh at ihe ioke.
Cohen wrapped up his talk with a
comment on the "pure" joke a ioke
that loqiiues no special background lor
Ihe teller and liMener, and the only reason
one might u-l- l it at all and expect others iofind it funny, is (hat the leller finds n
tunny. Cohen doubts thai ttieie are any
such lokes.
Close
Ihik experience piovcd extremely
tvnclici.il. Nit only did Posnak learn
about business management and tour
cooidinatioii the "hard way," he also
realised that he fell very strongly about
luiihoi educating himself. 1 hus he found
himself heading back lo .lulli.ud. He
finished his IXM.A. wuh one of ihe first
koiious kindles ever done on Tally )mi
Piano.
In iv)"') Posnak became the Artist In
Resideiue and faculty member at Kenyon
College. Since Posnak has boon at
Kenvon, he has initiated and holpesl
oig.ini.'e funding for ihe "Young Anist
Seiios." a series which compliments the
Ciund Concert Series. Posnak also
cvviiiinuos to pi'ifoim professionally, and
last May with the help of I ew Treleaven,
Philip aordan, and .lorry liish. The
t mpiie 1 no recouled their second album
fot Civsial Recotds. The lecouling in-
cludes Haiius Milliaud's Trio lor clarinet,
piano, and v iolin, and a remai kable vv oi k
by tUniainin lolkman entitled
"Miciopaiiiia."
Along with ll.in Robinson, Kenneth
Taylor, and Roger Andrews, Posnak
continues lo improve the music depar-
tment, and hopes to initiate a series
of student pei loimances in local grade
and secondary schools. The construction
of a I inc -- ns Center is also an idea in the
pietiunn.uy stages.
How does Posnak accomplish all this?
Ho is a lii m believer in using time io the
most of his adv ani.ige. Often one can hear
him vv oi king on phrases of music between
classes, appointments, and lessons. "The
important thing vv hen doing this is to
block everything out, clear the mind
completely for the five or ten minutes you
have to piactice and to concenti.ue solely
on the music."
medium?
her. There is a special beauty in the
straight depiction of reality, but if this is
not enough, the photographer has
countless ways to manipulate ihe image in
the daikroom (e.g. adding or subtracting
pans, applying colors, bending the
image.) Some photographers make
pictures without film. They arrange
objects on the light sensitive paper in ihe
darkroom. The result is a black and vv hite
image of abstract shapes. "Still life"
photography is the art of arranging
objects for the camera. Some
photogiaphers make sculptures to
photograph, resulting in two vv oi ks of art.
(Often the photograph is more
aesthetically pleasing than the sculpture.)
There are many sides to the art of
photography, the most wonderful being
ihe sitaight forward unchanged picture. It
represents a world with which the viewer
can sympathize. No matter what the
subject is, it is ridiculous to deny the
aesthetic beauty of a good photograph,
nor the talent of a good photographer.
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Swimmin' Women Prepare for Nationals
By Susan Smith
Although half the season has already
passed, the women's swimming team has
had little time to relish over its out-
standing accomplishments.
The squad will swim against two more
power-house- s this weekend: Clarion State
University, which captured the Division II
national title last year, and Ohio
University, which also boasts an unending
supply of outstanding swimmers.
r- -
Why does a small college like Kenyon
appear to be burying themselves under
such top-ranke- d competition? According
to Coach Jim Steen, the better the
competition is during the season, the
better his squad will perform at the
Division III National Championships.
"These teams have provided us with a
good opportunity to swim against tougher
competition than the teams we tend to
swim against during the season. As a
result, by the end of the season when we
The Electric Animal presents the finest in video excitement.
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The Electric Animal & Screen Door Company
22 East Cambier Street
Hours:
MON - THU Noon - 11:00
FRI&SAT Noon -- 12:00
SUNDAY 11:00-10:0- 0
swim against other Division III teams
we'll be in a better situation."
Carrying a virtually spotless record on
their shoulders, the Ladies are rates as one
of the top Division 111 squads, which,
according to Coach Stcen, has its
disadvantages too: "Last year we were the
underdogs going into the end of the
season. This year we're the favorites. It
has both its advantages and disad-
vantages, and we're hoping to play on
those advantages."
Last Friday the Ladies swam against
Case-Wester- n Reserve and Wooster in
what turned out to be a rigorous but
victorious meet for the Ladies. In the
double dual meet, Kenyon swamped
Case-Wester- n 94-2- 7, and at the same time
skimmed by Wooster, 68-5- 9. Although,
the Ladies outscored Wooster by nearly
100 points for first place at the GLCA
meet two weeks ago, Wooster proved to
be threatening competition at Friday's
meet.
On Saturday, Kenyon swam against
even stronger competition - Wright State
University, a top Division II contender.
Although the Ladies were outscored 90-4- 9
the experience is what counted. Kenyon
pulled in some impressive times in thewake
of its opponents, however. Beth Birney
took first place in the 100 yd. backstroke
with a time of 1:07.921, while teammate
Maria Ferrazza recorded 2:04.957 in the
200 yd. free style and 58.263 in the 100 yd.
free style.
At the GLCA meet two weeks ago, the
Ladies played host and victor, ac-
cumulating a score of 486 points. A total
of seven teams participated in the
seasonal event.
i - -
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EXPERIENCE
THE THRILL
OF FLYING
Be an Air Force navigator.
Using highly sophisticated equipment, you'll be
responsible for directing your aircraft to its destina-io- n
with pinpoint accuracy. You'll have to be alert to
all aspects of flying and have a comprehensive
understanding of your aircraft and capabilities.
Our navigators are the best in the world. They
train in the finest facilities.
Just what kind of people are we looking for?
We're seeking capable young men and women who
can rise to meet a challenge. We need people who
are leaders and decision makers. We're looking for
people who can remain cairn under pressure and
accurate split-secon- d judgements. If this rlesrrihoc n mm,ri ...
nearest Air Force recruiter. Ask about the challenging and rewarding futureyou II have as an Air Force navigator. We have the experience you're looking
lur. voniact your Air horce recruiter today.
See - Sergeant Ricky Sheets at the placement office Wednesday, Feb. 3
or call (614) 592-499- 7 Collect
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Ladies Skid to 0--9 With
Losses to Denison, Marietta
By Martha Lorenz
Still searching for a winning formula,
the Ladies' basketball team dropped to 0-- 9
with losses to Denison and Marietta.
In the 68-5- 1 loss to the Big Red,
Ash and Barends Shine in
Early Season Track Meets
By Steve Behrendt
The men's and women's indoor track
season opened two weeks ago with a
triangular meet at the Ohio Wesleyan
University campus.
The men's team finished second, as
OWU scored 93 points to best Kenyon
(45) and Ohio Northern (35). Fred
Barends led the Lords by running the 300
yard dash in 33.6, a personal best. He
finished a good meet by placing second in
the 60 yd. dash and in the 440. Matt
Miller, running for the first time in two
years, finished second in the 265 Inter-
mediate Hurdles, clocking in at 34.8. In
the field events, he won the Triples Jump
at 38-- 2 Vi and was second in the long jump
at 18-- 7 V.
Another personal best was ac-
complished by Andrew Huggins, as he ran
a 4:27.1 mile, good enough for third
place.
The women's team placed third behind
OWU and wooster at the same meet.
Freshman Elizabeth Lunt was Kenyon's
only individual winner that day, as she
ran the 265 Hurdles in 41.1. She also
finished third in the 60 yard hurdles.
Wendy Eld and freshman Jenny Ash
were the only athletes to achieve second
place finishes. Eld was runner-u- p in the
1,000 with a 3:06.9 mark and Ash ran the
mile in 5:44.3. Another freshman who
placed in her first collegiate meet was Lisa
Mueller. She took third in the Long Jump
and fourth place in the 265 yard hurdles.
Last weekend, both squads hosted
Oberlin and ONU. The women topped
Oberlin (68-53- ) while the men placed
second between ONU and Oberlin. The
women were paced by Ash as she won
both distance events: The mile run (5:58)
" """" '
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and the 3000 meter (11:39.5). The men
were again led by sprinter Barends, who
demonstrated his versatility by winning
the 500 meter run with a time of 69.22,
anchoring the victorious 3200 Meter Run.
Kenyon attempted only 19 shots in the
first half, a major factor in the Ladies' 43-2- 5
halftime deficit. The squad outscored
Denison in the second half, 26-2- 5, but it
simply was not enough. Denison's Missy
Charman, the game's high scorer with 28,
w as far and away the dominant offensive
force throughout the contest. Mary
Salmon led the Ladies with 16, while
Anne Himmelright and Robin Muller hit
for 16 and 10, respectively.
Kenyon had no offensive rebounds in
the first half, but Polly Hecht solved that
problem for the Ladies. If any one player
stood out in the second half, it was this
aggressive sophomore from Woodstock,
Illinois, as she hit the boards and forced
half a dozen Denison turnovers. Hecht
finished with six rebounds, and Anne
Himmelright had nine, and Salmon
grabbed eight.
Against the Pioneers, the Ladies solved
their rebounding problems, winning the
battle of the boards by over 20 as Salmon
hauled dow n 1 7 and Muller seven.
Trailing by only two at the half, 24-2- 2,
Kenyon finally succumbed to
Marietta's relentless full-cou- rt press. The
press and the rather arbitrary refereeing
combined to hassle the Ladies into too
many turnovers, which ultimately led to
the 60-4- 0 loss. Himmelright notched 15
for the losers, w hile Salmon popped in 13
and Muller had nine. In the recent games,
Salmon has found her shouting touch,
and her offensive contributions could
turn out to be a big plus for the Ladies.
Kenyon traveled to Capital last night
and returns to home court Saturday for a
2 o'clock encounter with Urbana, 5944
w inners of last year's contest. Next in the
Ernst Center will be OSU (Newark), 19-- 1
last season, which will be here for a 7:30
game on Tuesday, February 9. A turnout
equalling the fine showing of Kenyon
supporters at the Denison contest could
help the Ladies register their first win of
the season.
$6.00 MADNESS
662 N. SANDUSKY
Now Available
Canadian Bacon
HOURS:
Sun. Thurs. 4:30 to 1:00
Fri. & Sat. 4:30 to 2:00
r Ml. vtnnw"
GW&393- -
6015
1 LARGE 1-IT- EM PIZZA
AND 1 QT. OF COLA
FOR $6.00
ONE COUPON PER ORDER
EXPIRES 2-2- 8 82
A great way of life
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